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Abstract  

The article features the issues of rise and presence of digital currency. Investigating on the 

web space, we can select the most well-known existing electronic money which is 

(Bitcoin). The article investigated the pros and cons and the lawfulness of these. A few 

groups accept the cash that exist in the online space are basically "cheating", and along 

these lines it isn't worth to trust them, however others say that this money will continue the 

eventual fate of electronic installments.  

Another sort of verification of-work dependent on looking for indivisible numbers is 

presented in shared digital currency plans. Three sorts of prime chains known as 

Cunningham chain of first kind, Cunningham chain of second kind and bi-twin chain are 

qualified as evidence ofwork. Prime chain is connected to hinder hash to safeguard the 

security property of Nakamoto's Bitcoin, while a persistent trouble assessment plot is 

intended to permit prime chain to go about as customizable trouble verification of-work in 

a Bitcoin like digital money.  

Cash framework has been continually developing since the idea of cash has been 

presented. In this period of data innovation, a higher level in the money framework is 

computerized cash, promoted since the most recent couple of years by its primary sub-

type, the digital currency. Digital forms of money are open-source calculations which can 

be modified by anybody and works with shared monetary systems administration without 

the requirement for outsider discretion, in this manner decreasing the reliance on financial 

framework. This makes an open framework which has colossal monetary potential in 

progressively digitalized and globalized world. Anyway, cryptographic money isn't 

without its shortcomings, like advanced security, market guideline and theoretical assaults 

among others.   

This paper follows the beginning of digital currency, how it created over the long haul, 

how it works and the extent of cryptographic money in the present truly growing universe 

of online exchanges. It additionally talks about significant issues and difficulties going up 

against digital currencies and proposes some ways on how it very well may be handled.  

Keywords: Crypto Derivatives, crypto currency, Government Regulation, Bitcoin, 

Crypto currency Exchange.  

Introduction  

Since the formation of Bitcoin [Nakamoto 2008], hashcash [Back 2002] sort of verification 

of work has been the solitary kind of confirmation of-work plan for distributed digital 
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currency. Bitcoin's confirmation of-work is a hashcash type dependent on SHA-256 hash 

work. In 2011, ArtForz executed script hash work for digital money Tenebrix. Despite the 

fact that there have been some plan endeavors at various kinds of confirmation of-work 

including famous circulated processing jobs and other logical calculations, that far stays 

subtle for an alternate confirmation of-work framework to give stamping and security to 

cryptographic money organizations. In March 2013, I understood that looking for prime 

chains might actually be such an elective evidence of-work framework. With some work 

unadulterated indivisible number-based evidence of work has been planned, giving both 

printing and security to digital currency networks like hashcash sort of confirmation of-

work. The undertaking is named primecoin.  

 

Non-Reusability of Proof-of-Work   

Another significant property of evidence of-work for digital currency is non-reusability. 

That is, the evidence of-work on a specific square ought not be reusable for another square. 

To accomplish this, the excellent chain is connected to the square header hash by 

necessitating that its starting point be distinct by the square header hash. The remainder of 

the division then, at that point turns into the evidence of-work endorsement. Square hash, 

the worth that is inserted in the youngster block, is gotten from hashing the header along 

with the evidence ofwork endorsement. This not just forestalls the evidence of work 

endorsement from being altered, yet additionally overcomes endeavor at producing a 

solitary confirmation of-work authentication usable on numerous squares on the square 

chain, since the square header hash of a relative square then, at that point relies upon the 

actual authentication. Note that, if an aggressor produces an alternate confirmation of-work 

testament for a current square, the square would then have an alternate square hash despite 

the fact that the square substance stays as before other than the endorsement, and would be 

acknowledged to the square chain as a kin square to the current square. Square header hash 

is dependent upon a lower bound so performing hashcash kind of work is of no assistance 

to prime mining. Fluctuating nonce esteem by and large doesn't assist with prime mining, 

as prime mining is done commonly by fixing the square header hash and creating a sifter. 

In one case, fluctuating nonce and discovering a square header hash that is separable by a 

little primorial number – the result of all primes less than a given prime p – can help just 

somewhat. It permits the great digger to chip away at to some degree more modest primes, 

as perhaps a couple of digits more limited, for indivisible quantities of commonly 100 

digits, just a tiny advantage.  

Previous Research  

The study conducted by Christian Jaag, Christian Bach (2015)provides information 

regarding Crypto payment systems used for crypto-currency transactions and mentioned 

the limitations, ignorance points. Author also mentioned about awareness of people to 

know about bitcoin realities like no authorization, lack of any guidelines and give a touch 

to the online exchanges and personal trading through crypto-currencies and with their 

limitations.  

 

Luis Maldonado, (2015), the author presented different views on the crypto-currencies. 

Though it is used across the globe undoubtedly and crypto-currencies offers a lot of 

benefits to the users along with innovative companies related to virtual currencies but at 
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the same time, because of various risks involved the author states that their use will may be 

limited to virtual communities only in near future.  

 

Dr Ashutosh Nigam (2016) in his study discussed about crypto-currency as the future of 

ecommerce remittance and continuous the discussion with the comment that it can meet 

the challenges of economic environment taking into account both the opportunities and the 

threats to which it is subjected as a separate entity but has not seen analysed as a substitute 

for older payment system.  

 

Gannon LeBlanc (2016) in his published paper presents a destructive view as a prediction 

for the central financial bodies when compared with the kind of services that could be 

replaced with the benefits of crypto-currency when being in existence. The rise in crypto-

currency specially like bitcoin (taking data from coindesk.com), the price will be 

considerably high and expected them as the next revolution in the money of future.  

Chowdhury, A. R. (2008)The primary motivation behind these arrangements and 

measures is to forestall illicit business replicating, a hazard which hits the Indian film and 

music industry altogether enough to guarantee that the business frames a solid entryway in 

such recommendations. India has altered its copyright enactment throughout the years to 

oblige innovative changes and forestall theft; be that as it may, the issue has just 

heightened throughout the long term. Innovative measures force limitations on the 

admittance to content and force different limitations on the utilization of the equivalent.  

 

Scope of the Study  

According to India's viewpoint, a significant point for thought is that presentation of 

Digital rupee as a lawful delicate might be a state of contention as via prohibiting other 

virtual money and presentation of Digital Rupee, the public authority might have 

syndication around here. The hon'ble Supreme Court of India has noticed this viewpoint 

while talking about this issue however dodged conversation on it by expressing that such a 

circumstance has not yet arisen11 as sanctioning is as yet in a bill shape.   

These further welcomes center around a central issue that for what reason can't India not 

direct these monetary forms like different nations by altering tax collection laws, Foreign 

Exchange Management Act (FEMA), 2016 and so forth, and furthermore selecting a 

position like RBI or (Securities and Exchange Board of India) SEBI over this business, as 

the presentation of computerized rupee doesn't ensure that there will be no cheats or 

washing. The fate of cryptographic money lies absolutely in the possession of assembly, if 

to boycott the cash. Aside from this, we need to take a choice for the way forward - the 

acquaintance of computerized rupee or with regularize the area. This is the need of great 

importance to create it a suitable open door for financial backers and purchasers.  

Objective of the study 

1. To study the opinions of crypto investors on future of cryptocurrency in India in 

various demographic regions. 

2. To study the opinions of crypto investors on future of cryptocurrency in India in the 

context of age of investors. 
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Hypothesis of Study  

Ho1: There is no significant difference between mean scores of opinions obtained by small 

and big investors.   

Ho2: There is no significant difference between mean scores of opinions obtained by the 

investors of urban and rural area. 

Research Method  

The research is based upon collecting opinions of investors regarding the future of 

cryptocurrency in India. Thus, Survey Method was used in this study.  

Research Tool   

The main objective of research is to study the opinions of investors regarding future of 

cryptocurrency in India. For this, a questionnaire is constructed based upon Likert Scale. 

Each opinion has five responses: Strongly Agree, Agree, Neutral, Disagree and Strongly 

Disagree.   

Analysis of Questionnaire 

Objective I  

1.To study the opinions of crypto investors on future of cryptocurrency in India in 

context age of respondents. 

 

Age Group   Responses    

20-30  25  

30-40  10  

40-50  11  

50-60  3  

Above  1  

 

Table 1:  Age Group of Respondents  

  

25 

10 

11 
3 

1 

Responses   
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Out of the total 50 respondents chosen randomly 50% respondents are found in the 

age           group of 20-30 which shows youngsters are more attracted toward the 

cryptocurrency investments though even there is no regulatory framework for it.   

Objective II  

To study the opinions of crypto investors on future of cryptocurrency in India in the 

context of various demographic regions. 

.  

 

 

 

Table 2: Area of Respondents  

 

Out of 50 respondents chosen randomly 70% were from rural area and 30% have 

responded from urban area.  

On the basis of responses received from respondents. The results are evidently 

proven as follows.  

1. Cryptocurrencies are boon to the digital world.  

Scale  Responses  

Agree  36  

Disagree  0  

Strongly Agree  11  

Strongly disagree  2  

Can’t Say  1  

Chi-Square value 

χ2  

7.7496E-11         7.74*11^-9  

 

 

P-value  0.00  

It can be rightly stated that cryptocurrencies are a boon to the digital world which is 

gaming up these days. The value is greater than .05 therefore the result is not 

significant and there is no significance difference between variables.  

 

 

 

Area  Respondents  

Rural  35  

Urban  15  
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2. All cryptocurrency transactions are valid and transparent.  

The value is greater than .05 therefore the result is not significant and there is no 

significance difference between variables. So, it has been proved that almost all 

cryptocurrency transactions are valid and transparent. 3.Transactions are trusted, 

accountable and transparent.  

Scale  Responses  

Agree  31  

Disagree  0  

Strongly Agree  16  

Strongly disagree  3  

Can’t Say  0  

Chi-Square value 

χ2  

 4.89171E-10     4.89*10^-10  

 

 

 

P-value  0.00  

The value is greater than .05 therefore the result is not significant and there is no 

significance difference between variables. Cryptocurrency transactions are trusted, 

it can be made accountable and with every new transaction at new entry there is 

transparent source.  

4. There is immutable blockchain ledger for transactional applications.  

Scale  Responses  

Agree  30  

Disagree  3  

Strongly Agree  10  

Strongly disagree  3  

Can’t Say  4  

Chi-Square value 

χ2  

5.35805E-07   5.358*10^-7  

 

 

P-value  0.00  

The result is not significant and there is no significance difference between 

variables. This usefulness of blockchain innovation guarantees in cryptocurrency 

Scale  Responses  

Agree  31  

Disagree  3  

Strongly Agree  14  

Strongly disagree  0  

Can’t Say  2  

Chi-Square value χ2  1.34291E-09     6.73*09^-10  

 

 

P-value  0.00  
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transactions that nobody can meddle in the framework or modify the information 

saved to the square.  

5. A blockchain network comprises a set of factors, each of whom holds an 

identical copy of the ledger for cryptocurrencies.  

Scale  Responses  

Agree  25  

Disagree  6  

Strongly Agree  8  

Strongly disagree  3  

Can’t Say  8  

Chi-Square value 

χ2  

0.000212829  

 

P-value  0.00  

The result is not significant and there is no significant difference between variables. 

In blockchain, one record is conveyed and kept up with across the organization. 

Therefore, holding an identical copy of the ledger for every cryptocurrency being 

traded.  

6. I feel that currency is highly volatile.  

Scale  Responses  

Agree  34  

Disagree  1  

Strongly Agree  11  

Strongly disagree  4  

Can’t Say  0  

Chi-Square value 

χ2  

1.54173E-08   1.54*10^-8  

 

 

P-value  0.00  

The cryptographic money market flourishes with hypothesis. Financial backers bet that the 

costs would go up or go down to make benefits. These theoretical wagers cause an abrupt 

convergence of cash or an unexpected outgo, prompting high unpredictability.  

7. By having a provable, consistent way of describing transactions, participants can track 

assets across complex business networks, irrefutably determining their provenance.  

Scale  Responses  

Agree  36  

Disagree  4  

Strongly Agree  6  

Strongly disagree  0  

Can’t Say  4  

Chi-Square value 

χ2  

2.10923E-08   2.10*10^-8  

 

 

P-value  0.00  

A blockchain record is much of the time depicted as decentralized in light of the 

fact that it is copied across numerous association individuals, all of whom 
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collaborate in its upkeep. We'll see that decentralization and joint exertion are 

unimaginable attributes that mirror the way were associations exchange work and 

items reality.  

8. It is easy for the users in a business network can use a distributed ledger to 

determine the mutually agreed state of a shared asset, rather than requiring 

different IT systems to be reconciled with each other.  

 

Scale  Responses  

Agree  30  

Disagree  6  

Strongly Agree  6  

Strongly disagree  2  

Can’t Say  6  

Chi-Square value 

χ2  

2.4305E-05   2.43*10^-5  

 

P-value  0.00  

The value is greater than .05 therefore the result is not significant and there is no 

significance difference between variables. Spread records use free PCs (insinuated 

as centres) to record, share and synchronize trades in their specific electronic 

records (instead of keeping data united as in a standard record). Blockchain 

facilitates data into blocks, which are binded together in an add just mode. 

9. A business network of cryptocurrencies that is built on blockchain doesn't have 

single points of trust or single points of failure.  

Scale  Responses  

Agree  24  

Disagree  8  

Strongly Agree  6  

Strongly disagree  6  

Can’t Say  6  

Chi-Square value χ2  0.015861333  

 

P-value  0.00  

Whenever information is submitted onto a blockchain, it's lasting and almost difficult to 

control or hack.Whenever exchanges are remembered for the blockchain, they can't be 

changed. Therefore, all the transactions of cryptocurrencies have no single point of trust or 

failure.  

10. The feature of being highly volatile leads to insecurity.  

Scale  Responses  

Agree  26  

Disagree  8  

Strongly Agree  8  

Strongly disagree  4  

Can’t Say  4  

Chi-Square value χ2  0.001179784  

 

P-value  0.00  
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The result is not significant and there is no significance difference between 

variables. Portion processors, astute arrangements and blockchain portion stages. 

These pariah blockchain dealers as often as possible have almost weak security 

isolated applications and destinations, which can leave the doorway open to 

hacking. Since it is an indispensable part of web contributing, computerized cash 

and organization wellbeing, information on blockchain is transforming into a 

fundamental for those pursuing state of the art employments in IT security.  

11. Governance approaches must be taken into account in the factor and that both 

“onchain” and “off-chain” governance are expected to be assessed.  

Scale  Responses  

Agree  28  

Disagree  8  

Strongly Agree  10  

Strongly disagree  0  

Can’t Say  4  

Chi-Square value 

χ2  

9.72232E-06   9.72*10^-6  

 

P-value  0.00  

Most blockchain projects use one of the three by and by most ordinary arrangement 

estimations: Proof of Work (PoW), Proof of Stake (PoS) or Delegated Proof of 

Stake (DPoS). This heap of parts targets ensuring that all individuals dispose of 

indistinct copies of the scattered informational index records. It supports 

cryptocurrencies.  

12. The future of cryptocurrencies is defined by our economic, legal, and political 

systems.  

Scale  Responses  

Agree  25  

Disagree  9  

Strongly Agree  12  

Strongly disagree  2  

Can’t Say  2  

Chi-Square value 

χ2  

0.000174887  

 

P-value  0.00  

However cryptographic forms of money are acquiring market take-up yet at the 

same time it very conceivable to specify here that these monetary standards and 

blockchain innovation requires administrative system and network compromise.  

 

Therefore, the null hypothesis is rejected and there is no significant difference 

between  two variables.  
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Limitation of the study  

Versatility 

Cryptocurrencies are subset of various alternative currencies, specifically 

digital currencies. Its nature is highly versatile.  

Network protection issues 

 Mining process and transactions lack security during storage and online pools. 

This is a great limitation in the said technology.  

Value instability and absence of inborn worth 

Value of cryptocurrencies are largely dependent on supply and market’s 

demand for it. As the currency is in nascent stage it seems quite difficult to 

predict the definite or valid future.  

Guidelines  

Requirement of consensus mechanism and government policies are required in 

our country. Though it is legal in India but still there is requirement of some 

regulatory framework.  

Aptitude for technical expertise  

Execution and the board of blockchain project is troublesome. It requires 

intensive information from the business to go through the entire cycle. They 

need to recruit different specialists in the blockchain field that prompts the issue 

and henceforth it is considered one of the drawbacks of blockchain.  

Clients Are Their Own Bank with Private Keys  

In blockchain innovation each client can go for its own bank or can rely upon 

outsider investor too. To get to the resources or the data put away by the client 

in the blockchain, they need private keys. It is produced during the wallet 

creation cycle, and it is the obligation of the client to take legitimate note of it.  

7. As data is immutable blockchain cannot take back step 

Information permanence has consistently been perhaps the greatest weakness of 

the blockchain. Unmistakably various frameworks advantage from it including 

store network, monetary frameworks, etc.  

8. Transactions are not completely secure 

Blockchain innovation is safer than different stages. In any case, this doesn't 

imply that it isn't totally secure. There are various ways the blockchain 

organization can be compromised.  
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Conclusion  

The worth of the virtual money is straightforwardly relative to the virtual local 

area. As there are no exchange records, so there is something else odds of tax 

evasion. Devotion focuses are the most utilized virtual money, furthermore in 

friendly games and ultimately in distributed organizations. Huge association's 

ICO execution generally is possibly devaluing. In the event that the institutional 

financial backers engage in this ICO project, there are chances of expanded 

financial backers. To address the security concerns "Hyperledger texture" 

named system is executed. It deals with a channel that offers admittance to just 

explicit clients. Blockchain hub pruning is an answer for counter the 

adaptability issue. Equipment and paper wallets are the two answers for 

improving private key security. Client protection can be handled by utilizing 

mixnets through CoinJoin and Monero strategy. Because of the non-inclusion 

of any administration authority and client secrecy, the odds of illegal tax 

avoidance are very high in digital currency. Execution of digital currency has 

brought about different difficulties, for example, network safety issues, charge 

aversion furthermore, different exercises which are illicit. Cryptographic money 

is straightforward and appealing as it is utilized worldwide accordingly making 

diverse country cash exchanges simple and bother free. Through blockchains, 

the issue related to public monetary forms can be settled.  
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